
 

Background 
 

- Who is your Protagonist? 
- What brings him to disaster central? 
- Who does she care for? Who does 

he love? Who does she hate? 
- Are any of the above people present 

at disaster central? 
 
In the first half of Act I, direct a scene 
portraying your life before the disaster. 
Introduce your loved (or hated) ones. 
 
In the second half, direct a scene placing 
your Protagonist at the disaster site. 

Choose your stats 
 
One at +2; one at +1; two at +0. 
 

- Clever. His ability to do technical 
stuff like defuse a bomb or hack into 
a computer. 

- Daring. Her ability to perform feats of 
athleticism at great personal risk. 

- Fierce. His ability to fight. Use it 
when attacking or attacked. 

- Inspiring. Her ability to get others to 
do what she wants, and their 
effectiveness when they do it. 

 

Choose a trump suit 
 
♣ Execution. For actions that shows great talent, skill or luck. 
 
♦ Preparation. For actions that benefit from a plan or special preparation. 
 
♥ Creativity. For actions that shows lateral thinking or inventiveness. 
 
♠  Sacrifice. For actions that cost you. 
 
Your cards are more effective when you play your trump suit and describe an appropriate action.  
 
You choose the consequences created by a face card in your trump suit. 

Choose a special 
 
Creating a safe haven – In Act II, spend two disaster pool tokens to declare a location off-limits 
to the disaster. 
 
In the nick of time – In Act II, spend two disaster pool tokens to arrive at a scene just in time, 
interrupting the action if necessary. 
 
Prediction – In Act I, make doomy predictions. When the DM makes them come true, you get 
disaster pool tokens as a reward. 
 
Self-sacrifice – In Act II, spend one disaster pool token to automatically succeed at an attempt 
to save others by putting yourself in danger. 
 
The Plan – In Act II or III, spend two disaster pool tokens to describe a plan. Anyone following 
that plan gets a bonus to their tests. 

Creating your Protagonist 


